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In his 1844 introductory remarks to his first book of photographs, The Pencil of Nature, William Henry Fox Talbot emphasized that paper photographs were ‘formed or depicted by optical and chemical means alone, and without the aid of any one acquainted with the art of drawing’.1 Traditionally scholars interpreted this emphasis on the removal of the ‘artist’s hand’ in favour of ‘the pencil of nature’, as marking a shift from manual to ‘mechanical’ and more accurate or ‘objective’ systems of representation.2 Yet, as photography historians recently have shown, in the early years of paper photography many of the images were produced through contact printing without the aid of the camera obscura. Rather than a mechanical copy that is based on resemblance, some historians argue, the early photograph, in its inseparability from nature, was conceived to be an inscription of the natural world, an image that traces and ‘authenticates’ nature rather than resembles it.3 This article reconsiders the epistemological status of the early photograph through an analysis of Talbot’s writings and botanical photographs. It argues that the encounter between nature and image in early photography was seen as defying the philosophical premises informing the camera obscura. Consequently, the early photograph was not conceived to be identical to the image of the camera obscura, but as inherently different from it.

This article focuses exclusively on Talbot’s conceptualization of photography within the context of English science. By focusing on the first decade of paper photography, it also aims to rethink notions of historical continuity and discontinuity within the field of the history and theory of photography. In particular, the idea that with digitalization analogical photography became obsolete as suggested by the term ‘post-photography’. With the shift to digital forms of production, it is argued, photography loses its privileged ‘indexical’ relation to its referent and thus can no longer function as a document that authenticates the ‘real’, a form of evidentiary ‘truth’.4 Yet, does the shift to digital forms of production mark an ‘epistemological break’ in the history of photography? Are notions of historical discontinuity as evident as they appear to those who proclaim ‘the death of photography’ in the face of the ‘virtual’? This article proposes that what the current state of ‘post-photography’ enables is precisely the recognition that photography’s philosophical and cultural significance was not always associated with the epistemological ‘quest’ for ‘evidence’ and objective ‘truth’. And consequently, it was not always its status as a ‘mechanical’ copy that defined the specificity of the photographic image. History presents different regimes of ‘truth’ and forms of intelligibility in which the photograph’s epistemological role as a document can be highly specific and inconsistent.

Detail from William Henry Fox Talbot, Wild Fennel, 1841–42 (plate 4).
On the Singularity of Early Photography

Representation
For Talbot the paper photograph was a new kind of image, not necessarily because of its unique visual character, but because of the absolute exclusion of the artist’s hand: ‘it is not the artist who makes the picture, but the picture makes ITSELF.’ Yet, Talbot still thought that photographic images were ‘drawings’ and insisted on the name ‘photogenic drawing’ for his first photographic process. Thus in a famous statement from his 1839 discovery account describing the first architectural images taken with the camera obscura, he states: ‘And this building I believe to be the first that was ever yet known to have drawn its own picture.’ In this regard photography, as Geoffrey Batchen states, ‘is both a mode of drawing and a system of representation in which no drawing takes place’. Talbot removes the ‘artist’s hand’ only to reinsert it in the form of ‘nature’s pencil’. And this is precisely the point where conceptual indeterminacy emerges, since it is not clear whether photographic images are simply identical copies of preexisting images such as engravings, and therefore possess no unique conceptual identity as images, or independent depictions of nature in which both drawing and painting are redefined according to a new logic of production and new forms of intelligibility.

The prevailing question with regard to the new image was whether its inseparability from nature made it a ‘mechanical copy’ or an ‘organic imitation’. Yet, this concern had nothing to do with any specific machine for the production of images. Instead it had to do with the romantic aesthetic opposition, best exemplified by S. T. Coleridge’s theory of the imagination, between copying in which external appearances are privileged and a whole is created through an arbitrary addition of ‘dead’ parts, and imitation in which it is the invisible powers which animate nature that are addressed. Thus, the whole is always more than the sum of its parts because it synthesizes them into a new form of unity. Based on this distinction early reviewers often criticized photography, arguing that: ‘the value of the Talbotype is its perfect precision and accuracy; but for this very reason it will be found of no great value to the mere servile copyist. It preserves all the details, but it requires a fresh exercise of the plastic powers to restore to those details the thought that gave them life and the spirit that infused them into harmonious combination.’

A mechanical copy is based on accuracy regardless of the way it was made, and for Coleridge it was actually painting which manifested the logic of copying as opposed to poetry. As Joel Snyder has shown, the use of the term ‘mechanical’ in the early years of photography simply indicated ‘the qualities of a picture (its precise delineation of the subject in all its particularity)’ and ‘the skills of hand that produced it … The machinery of photographic production is in no way central to this use of “mechanical”’. Snyder’s argument is supported by the fact that in Talbot’s first public presentations he displayed mainly photogenic drawings of objects that were made through contact printing and not camera images. In 1839 it was the contact negative image, mostly of botanical specimens, through which Talbot exhibited the potential benefits of his new copying method.

For Talbot photography offered a new method of ‘mechanical’ copying not because it applied machinery but because it was quicker than manual copying and grounded in de-skilling. Steve Edwards has argued that Talbot’s autogenic conception of the photograph as a picture that makes itself or pictures that are made by the sun ‘is a powerful homologous displacement of human agency from the scene of production’. Edwards points to the way Talbot’s emphasis on the self-making of the photograph relates to theories of labour such as Andrew Ure’s The Philosophy of Manufactures (1835). Talbot’s account also implicitly evokes Charles Babbage’s...
influential essay On the Economy of Machinery and Manufactures (1832), in which Babbage describes copying systems, namely lithography and engraving, as embodying the ‘essence’ of mechanical labour; that is, it is copying that serves as a model to mechanization and not vice versa.16 And while Babbage emphasizes the benefits of mechanization in terms of external corrective regulation, predictability, and accuracy because all copies of products are identical, it was precisely these qualities which photographic images lacked during this period. Practitioners of photography, amateurs and professionals alike, frequently mentioned the unpredictability of photographic processes, particularly those on paper, due to the uneven textural surfaces of unstandardized papers and the use of homemade chemicals.17 This of course resulted in unregulated forms of production which simply did not adhere to a unified and coherent standard of picture-making. Consequently, Talbot’s early emphasis on the ‘mechanical nature’ of photography was found by many practitioners to be extremely misleading.18

The failure of the early photograph to function as a ‘mechanical copy’ led historians, notably Carol Armstrong, to argue that the photograph was considered to be a unique kind of image. As Talbot famously stated in his 1839 account:

The phænomenon which I have now briefly mentioned appears to me to partake of the character of the marvellous, almost as much as any fact which physical investigation has yet brought to our knowledge. The most transitory of things, a shadow, the proverbial emblem of all that is fleeting and momentary, may be fettered by the spells of our ‘natural magic’, and may be fixed for ever in the position which it seemed only destined for a single instant to occupy.19

This statement is often interpreted in light of Roland Barthes’s claim in Camera Lucida that ‘the realists do not take the photograph for a “copy” of reality, but for an emanation of past reality: a magic, not an art.’20 In its status as an emanation from a ‘real body’, the photograph becomes a ‘certificate of presence’, the ultimate proof that something ‘has been’. Thus from a phenomenological point of view, Barthes argues, the photograph’s ‘power of authentication exceeds the power of representation’.21 Referring to Barthes’s argument, Armstrong states that for nineteenth-century practitioners: ‘photography seemed to proffer something extraordinary, without precedent, whose uses could only just begin to be imagined. That something was the photograph’s unique ability to authenticate. This was a function of its fundamental indexicality, … its status as a “literal emanation from the referent,” … and its “tautological” relation to it.’22

Yet, Barthes’s insistence on the photograph’s ‘extraordinary’ character has no conceptual and discursive affinity with Talbot’s statement regardless of their use of similar words. Talbot explicitly states that the phenomenon he discovered is (almost) ‘as much as any fact which physical investigation has yet brought to our knowledge’, indicating that the ‘marvellous’ or ‘magic’ nature of the phenomenon he discovered is inseparable from the scientific method he applied in his discovery as he explicitly immediately states: ‘This remarkable phænomenon, of whatever value it may turn out in its application to the arts, will at least be accepted as a new proof of the value of the inductive methods of modern science.’23 Talbot’s conceptualization evokes not only the inductive method but also the philosophical premises informing this mode of investigation within the discourse and practice of natural philosophy. This becomes quite clear when Talbot’s statement is read in light of John Herschel’s A Preliminary
Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy (1830), which articulated the role of the natural philosopher’s inquiry within English science:

The character of the true philosopher is to hope all things not impossible, and to believe all things not unreasonable ... Accustomed to trace the operation of general causes, and the exemplification of general laws, in circumstances where the uninformed and unenquiring eye perceives neither novelty nor beauty, he walks in the midst of wonders: every object which falls in his way elucidates some principle, affords some instruction, and impresses him with a sense of harmony and order.24

Herschel’s statement encapsulates the epistemological law of what Michel Foucault, in The Order of Things, terms ‘representation’. Natural phenomena are ‘wonders’ because they repeatedly expose, against plain logic, the necessary metaphysical continuity and correspondence between nature and the human mind. Consequently, they reinforce simultaneously theological convictions of the divine design argument and the ‘independent’ validity of scientific modes of inquiry. Talbot’s statement thus indicates the discursive status of the photograph as both a natural phenomenon produced by light and an inductively discovered scientific object produced by an artificial chemical process – a fixed shadow.

The undecided epistemological status of phenomena within natural philosophy as direct objects of observation and as scientific abstractions or instrumental productions is in fact precisely what marks, according to Simon Schaffer, the discursive specificity of natural philosophy as a form of scientific practice. He emphasizes that the discourse of natural philosophy was ‘structured by the dialectic of the anomalous in contrast with the common-sensical’.25 Talbot’s formulation simply reinforces the conformity of the photograph to specific modes of physical investigation and to the philosophical conditions informing them, rather than pointing to its ‘extraordinary’ character. It is therefore not a subjective phenomenological response to the uniqueness of the photograph as a ‘real’ trace of the past which constitutes it as ‘magic’, but the historical and discursive conditions of its formation. The issue is not photography’s ‘mad’ status as a ‘direct emanation from the referent’, but its reducibility to specific scientific and philosophical forms of intelligibility in which the observation of nature is subjected to theological convictions than cannot be grounded epistemologically or materially. In this regard the photograph is not a proof that an object ‘has been there’. Instead it demonstrates the fact that in the 1830s, following the challenges British empiricism faced from David Hume’s scepticist attack on the law of causality and the introduction of Immanuel Kant’s transcendental philosophy to England by Romantic poets such as Coleridge, the validity of induction can only be based on ‘Common Sense’ principles, which are, as Thomas Reid argued, impossible to disbelieve and impossible to prove.26 After all, in his account Talbot claims that the photograph provides a ‘new proof’ for the value of the inductive method, indicating the necessity of providing a proof in the first place.27

Paradoxically, by the time nature inherently became an image, it was no longer conceived to be an image. While under the Classical episteme and the logic of representation, as can be seen in Talbot’s statements, the character and status of phenomena were conceived as inseparable from the methods through which it was possible to study nature, such that the observable empirical fact was always a part of a scientific classification ‘table’ and simultaneously a visible ‘image’ of a divine
design. With emergence of the Modern episteme, Foucault argues, nature becomes separated from thought and unfolds in its own space. Historians and philosophers of science also point out that the 1830s mark the emergence of modern physics and the end of natural philosophy as a viable framework for the study of nature. In new physical theories, like the wave theory of light, the conceptual focus was on continuous processes of motion rather than on substances and matter, and this led to the introduction of temporality into explanatory models of natural systems. Within new knowledge formations, time, and not the spatial table of representation, came to define the status and mode of being of things. History, Foucault states, ‘is not to be understood as the compilation of factual successions or sequences as they may have occurred; it is the fundamental mode of being of empiricities, upon the basis of which they are affirmed, posited, arranged, and distributed in the space of knowledge for the use of such disciplines or sciences as may arise’. To conceive of living beings as ‘historical’ or as formed in time means to move beyond the visible observable table into the ‘dark’ side of internal, invisible, and dynamic forces that animate nature and operate independently from any theological or metaphysical convictions. As Foucault points out, ‘When the Same and the Other both belong to a single space there is natural history; something like biology becomes possible when this unity of level begins to break up, and when differences stand out against the background of an identity that is deeper and, as it were, more serious than that unity.’ The deeper and invisible ‘identity’ Foucault refers to is the biological concept of ‘life’ which marked the fact that the study of nature is no longer based on atoms and predictable mechanisms, but on vital processes that cannot be fully accounted for.

More than anything it is Coleridge’s romantic theory of the imagination that demonstrates the radical shift in the epistemological conditions of knowledge in England in the early nineteenth century. Coleridge’s romantic rebellion against the ‘despotism of the eye’ in his Biographia Literaria indicates that by the 1820s the study of nature can no longer be reduced to its visible and mechanical aspects. The imagination marks the eclipse of representation because it is a synthetic faculty whose primary function, for both Kant and Coleridge, is to link the transcendental principles of reason to empirical sense perception, but whose very existence marks the impossibility of an epistemological synthesis of knowledge outside the space of representation. That is, the imagination becomes necessary precisely because nature and man no longer occupy the same space and thus the validity of knowledge can no longer be grounded metaphysically through the circular law of representation and induction. Knowledge is now located within ‘Man’ as an ‘empirico-transcendental doublet’ whose sensorial density challenges any claim for the universality of knowledge. Thus for Coleridge the faculty of the imagination simultaneously marks the creative potential of ‘Man’, yet, at the same time, it points to his inherent limits, what Foucault terms ‘finitude’. Hence the emphasis in romantic aesthetic theory on unity between man and nature as a goal to be attained not a condition that can be safely assumed.

Significantly, the role of the imagination, and of the active mind, was at the centre of a debate surrounding induction as a method of discovery. While Herschel in the Discourse describes the role of the mind in discovery as primarily passive and ‘ideas’ (or laws) as simply ‘accumulated sensations’, the outcome a gradual and continuous process of generalization whose validity is based on the metaphysical design argument. In opposition to this view, William Whewell in his History (1837) and Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences (1840) emphasized the active role of the mind in discovery and insisted that there exists a clear qualitative distinction between ideas
and sensations. Whewell shows that there are ‘fundamental ideas’ which transcend the conditions of experience. Experience can discover general truths, but it cannot give those truths universality; on the other hand, universal truths, though they borrow their form from ideas, cannot be understood except by the actual study of nature. He therefore defines discovery as a creative process in which scientific conceptions emerge in a discontinuous and unexpected manner in the mind of a genius. Ideas in discovery present ‘inexplicable strokes of inventive talent’, revealing an irreducible subjective imaginative process that cannot be fully accounted for.35

Talbot’s 1844 introduction to The Pencil of Nature, ‘A Brief Historical Sketch of the Invention of the Art’, is informed by Whewell’s model of discovery and signals a significant shift from his 1839 discovery account. By this time, five years after his first public announcement, Talbot no longer emphasizes the inductive logical process through which he conducted his experiments, but focuses instead on the ‘original idea’, fixing the images of the camera obscura, which led to his actual experiments in the first place. And following Whewell’s description of the discovery process, Talbot dramatizes the specific moment of discovery during a vacation on the shores of Lake Como in 1833 as an unexpected moment of illumination that cannot be explained through any kind of method.36 Talbot thus presents himself as the discoverer of ‘the principles and practice of Photogenic Drawing’, and therefore his account of his discovery now becomes the history of the Art. In this regard his two different discovery accounts are symptomatic of the shift in models of discovery that Schaffer describes as marking the end of natural philosophy and the emergence of modern professionalized science.37

Historians of photography already pointed to the relation between Coleridge’s aesthetic theories and early writings on photography.38 Yet, what is significant for an understanding of the relations between the early photograph and nature is the way Coleridge’s theory of the imagination is informed by his essay Theory of Life.39 Coleridge defines life as ‘the principle of individuation’ and a ‘power which discloses itself from within as a principle of unity in the many’ or ‘unity in multitude’.40 Life is a force that discloses itself in a range of different phenomena as that which both divides (such as polarity in magnetism) and connects (such as electricity). Similarly, he defines the imagination in the Biographia as an echo of the divine act of creation that ‘dissolves, diffuses, dissipates, in order to recreate; or where this process is rendered impossible, yet still at all events it struggles to idealise and to unify. It is essentially vital, even as all objects (as objects) are essentially fixed or dead.’41 Both the imagination and life are conceptualized as forces, ceaseless acts of differentiation which exhibit the same unresolved tension between unity and multiplicity.42

The correspondence between the faculty of the imagination and the idea of life indicates that Coleridge’s aesthetics was grounded in the new epistemological concerns that came to redefine what an image was in terms of its double relation to both nature and thought. Thus his well-known aesthetic distinctions between ‘mechanical copying’ and ‘organic imitation’ or between symbol and allegory were not just aesthetic ‘rules’ for artists and photographers to apply, but concepts that were devised by Coleridge in order to challenge the epistemological and mechanical premises of British empiricism by outlining a radical form of vitalist ontology.43 It is within this new ‘organic’ economy of the empirical and the idea of life as a vital temporal force, this essay argues, that the specificity of the early photograph and its relation to nature need to be accounted for. The specific historical conditions outlined so far also indicate that it is not possible to simply align the history of photography with the history of the camera obscura as part of a teleological universal quest after
verisimilitude. As Jonathan Crary argues, ‘the camera obscura and the photographic camera, as assemblages, practices, and social objects, belong to two fundamentally different organizations of representation and the observer, as well as the observer’s relation to the visible.'

**Difference: A Singular Image**

Early practitioners of photography came quickly to see that the early photograph was not an ‘Image of Thought’, a term Gilles Deleuze uses to describe the philosophical logic of representation in *Difference and Repetition*. The photographic image, as a new kind of image, was found to be very different from the image of the camera obscura regardless of its early association with it. In a striking text by Antoine Claudet, the author notes the diminished ‘artistic effect’ of photographic portraits when compared to the images of the camera obscura. He offers an explanation in which he explicitly addresses the camera obscura as a model of vision:

> There is a great difference between the instantaneous effect by which the sight perceives objects, and that of a certain period during which the Photographic Image is produced. Whatever may be the manner in which an object is illuminated by the light of the day, the eye perceives instantly all the points of the object, and there exists sufficient reflected light to illuminate the parts in shadow. If we suppose that the parts strongly lighted have an intensity a hundred times greater than the parts in the shadow, this proportion will always remain the same for the eye; there is no accumulation of effect; when the eye is fixed upon the same object, there exists for each instant a complete and instantaneous perception. If we look at an object during one or a hundred seconds there always appears to us the same relation between the strong lights, the half-tints, and the shadows. But this is not so with the effect produced upon the Photographic Plate; the light operates gradually; at first the strong lights only are visible. If we stop at this point, the half-tints and shadows will be invisible; by continuing, the half-tints develop themselves, and during this time the lights have become more intense; lastly, the shadows appear; during the whole time the lights have been operating … There is nothing like this in the production of the visual image of the camera obscura; it remains always the same, and for this reason appears more perfect.

The perfection and identity of the camera image is grounded in its adherence to a model of vision in which the operation of the eye and perception in general are described in isolation from the operations of any specific body or sensorial organization. Perception is described as a relation of spatial synchronicity in which the identity of the object is epistemologically grounded in the consistency of perception, while the continuous receptivity of the eye is predicated on the fixed identity of the object. Time as an inherent or qualitative factor of perception is excluded from this model ‘as there is no accumulation of effect’, and its exclusion is a condition for the identity of the camera image as ‘always the same’ and therefore perfect. Sameness thus hinges on the exclusion of time as a differentiating element.
the camera image will always be identical. The camera image is an ‘image of thought’, because the camera obscura in its mechanical form exemplifies the philosophical logic of representation in which the sensorial faculties of the subject and the attributes of the object are given in advance and therefore can be represented in the form of the ‘same’.

In contrast, the photographic image can be seen as a site of an unregulated temporal ‘encounter’ between light and a sensitive surface whose outcome cannot be fully predicted. The photographic image, in its inseparability from ‘nature’, introduces unpredictability and difference as a function of the photograph’s dependency on solar light. In its temporal formation the photographic image turns nature into a ground out of which any form of differentiation (strong lights, half-tints, and shadows) emerges. The photograph transcribes or embodies the movement of difference in a way that cannot be fixed in advance. As Talbot argued, ‘it is not the artist who makes the picture but the picture makes itself.’ The photographic plate thus embodies a model of thought in which the sensible is an effect that can only be sensed in its temporal accumulation but not known; that is, cannot be presupposed.

and represented in an identical form as there is no way to predict its mode of formation. Consequently, the image is not an emblem of identity and sameness, but a mark of what Deleuze terms singularity.

The idea of a picture that ‘makes itself’ or ‘develops itself’ as Talbot later argued in relation to his second photographic process, the calotype, emphasizes the empirical way the photograph is formed. This process is echoed not only in the botanical imagery Talbot selected, but also in the modes of arrangement and delimitation that underlie the compositional aspects of his images. Consider Talbot’s most striking cameraless image of 1839, *A Cascade of Spruce Needles* (plate 1) in which it is not the plant’s particular arrangement on the paper that creates the image, but the different intensities of its needles’ distribution on the paper’s surface that present the plant as an extensive diagram of entangled lines and flat shifting planes. The needles spread out on the paper in a way that suggests no start or end point, bottom or top for the image, but a detachable, reversible, and constantly modifiable map. Thus it is not the needles that are delimited by the paper, but the paper itself which is articulated and punctuated by their exceeding movement and ceaseless dispersion. The image displays neither a centralized structure nor a clear outline division into parts that can be identified or traced against a fixed ‘table’ of classification, yet something is formed: an abstract dynamic map composed of material effects that are at the same time formal signs.

Consider also *Leaves of the Paeony* (plate 2) in which the depicted object is squeezed into the paper edges and the paper itself is trimmed irregularly in a way which further emphasizes the pointed but also rounded shape of the leaves. The most striking features of the image are the leaves’ outline forms that are clearly emphasized against the dark background, and the leaves’ legible inner veins and patterns. Yet, the plant’s leaves are also seen as inseparable from one another both by ‘nature’ and due to their specific condensed arrangement on the paper. This produces a sense of expended linear continuum in the image and dismantles the clear spatial separation between the external outline forms and the inner patterns. In its specific arrangement on the paper’s surface and in its own ‘life’ specificity, the plant suggests the infiltration of accumulating processes of differentiation. These processes spread from the inner veins’ patterns, building themselves one on top of the other, into the outline forms of the leaves that are now seen as extensions of lines expanding irregularly and continuously. Finally, even the trimmed and jagged edges of the paper now appear as part of these processes of differentiation. And again, it is not the division into parts that marks the specificity of the depicted plant, but the adding up of dimensions, the inherent variations of lines within an expansive plane. It is thus through arrangement, delimitation and the plant’s irreducible specificity that difference is seen as working simultaneously from both within and without, ‘growing’ and evolving infinitely.

This reading of the images suggests that the early photograph, both in its mode of formation and imagery, no longer represents the static ‘order of things’, but registers an evolving visual map in which vital forces mark themselves as they unfold in time. These images suggest that Talbot’s continuous emphasis on the self-agency of nature points not to the ‘mechanical’ or ‘automatic’ aspects of the image, but precisely to its empirical and ‘aesthetic’ ones. Aesthetic because within the context of romanticism, the idea of life as an act of differentiation encapsulates the very idea of creation as argued earlier with regard to Coleridge’s theory of the imagination where the principles of divine and human poetic creation are closely aligned. Thus in the early photograph, like in Coleridge’s definition of the symbol, the sensible is conceived to
be inseparable from the intelligible as nature is both the source of difference and its object; while in the camera obscura or in allegory objects of sense are represented by predetermined abstract terms that bear no essential ‘organic’ relation to them, only an arbitrary one. The crucial point is that, as Thomas McFarland argues, the symbol is in its origin a physical thing rather than a rhetorical trope whose meaning is restricted to the realm of language. The symbol is an empirical entity that stands for a new ‘organic’ economy of visibility and intelligibility in the Modern episteme of knowledge. It is thus defined by the ‘translucence of the Special in the Individual, or of the General in the Especial … Above all by the translucence of the Eternal through

and in the Temporal”. And again, like the imagination, as much as the symbol suggests a synthesis, it also manifests an unbridgeable gap between the empirical and the transcendental which remains sustained but temporarily suspended. Yet, while Coleridge emphasizes that both the imagination and the symbol can ‘idealize’ nature by suspending difference and the movement of time, it is precisely the unlimited capacity of nature to manifest change and its resistance to fixed identity that is marked as unique to the photograph.

For Talbot the unique temporality of the photographic image becomes particularly striking when, as part of his discovery of the calotype, he introduces the idea of ‘latency’ into paper photography: the idea that the image develops after an initial short exposure to light in the camera. As it is precisely the inherent productivity of the calotype negative that is emphasized by Talbot:

After a Calotype picture has furnished several copies, it sometimes grows faint, and no more good copies then can be made from it. But these pictures possess the beautiful and extraordinary property of being susceptible of revival ... In reviving the picture it sometimes happens that various details make their appearance which had not before been seen, having been latent all the time, yet nevertheless not destroyed by their long exposure to sunshine.

In order to make more copies from it, the calotype negative image is revived by the chemical reapplication of the developer gallic acid and this process reintroduces potentiality: the capacity to produce more images that are not identical. The latent image is actualized through further differentiation (more details are exposed), and Talbot actually ends his text by stating that the difference between a photogenic drawing negative and the calotype negative is that the latter ‘receives a virtual instead of an actual impression from the light, which it requires a subsequent process to develop’. Obviously, this use of the term ‘virtual’ bares no similarity to contemporary uses of the term as it seems that Talbot might be just referring to the fact that the change in the exposed paper was invisible until further chemical development. Yet the idea that the image ‘develops’ highlights the temporal process of its production and the unpredictable reintroduction of difference.

What is emphasized in Talbot’s writings after the discovery of the calotype is precisely the lack of mechanical identity with regard to the production of photographs. His latter statements present a reconsideration of his earlier ones:

I remember it was said by many persons, at the time when photogenic drawing was first spoken of, that it was likely to prove injurious to art, as substituting mere mechanical labour in lieu of talent and experience. Now, so far from this being the case, I find that in this, as in most other things, there is ample room for the exercise of skill and judgment. It would hardly be believed how different an effect is produced by a longer or shorter exposure to the light, and, also, by mere variation in the fixing process, by means of which almost any tint, cold or warm, may be thrown over the picture, and the effect of bright or gloomy weather may be imitated at pleasure. All this falls within the artist’s province to combine and to regulate.

Talbot now acknowledges that rather than copying or tracing, nature as a force differentiates by producing multiple and irreducible effects. The identity of the
image is determined by the artist according to the norms of conventional imitation and therefore implies the execution of artistic skill. The agency and skill of the artist is reintroduced into the process, I further argue, because nature repeats more than it 'traces' or 'resembles'.

Repetition: Botanical Diagrams

It was mainly during the production of The Pencil of Nature that Talbot noticed that copies made from a single negative were not identical and differed in their colours and tonality due to changing light conditions and chemical composition. Yet rather than 'correcting' this lack of uniformity he ends up praising it: 'as the process presents us spontaneously with a variety of shades of colour, it was thought best to admit whichever appeared pleasing to the eye, without aiming at a uniformity which is hardly attainable.' Talbot's photographs are singular copies since, as the reviewer of The Art-Union stated, 'no two are exactly alike'. Thus as singular copies they exemplify the epistemological logic of the simulacrum as a failed copy which displays a model only in a form which dismantles its possibility.

The simulacrum is an emblem of repetition, yet while in representation repetition is understood as 'perfect resemblance', for Deleuze it signals a power which is concerned with singularities, with the universality of the singular, as opposed to the generality of the particular. He defines repetition as a 'difference without concept', difference which is unmarked by the transcendental concept or Idea but is nevertheless constituting itself in the existent in the form of twins, reflections, echoes, and doubles. Talbot's copies are singular since each of them repeats by interiorizing an inherently irreducible difference in nature itself which destroys the possibility of a model as a static form of identity. This concept of repetition accounts for the failure of the early photograph to function as botanical illustration, and further elucidates the way the encounter between nature and image manifests itself materially, formally and visually in Talbot's botanical photographs.

In her comprehensive account of botanical forms of illustration in the nineteenth century, Carol Armstrong argues that the early photograph failed to serve as a botanical form of illustration because of its inherent (ontological) failure to 'signify'. Armstrong constructs a hierarchical spectrum of different kinds of illustrations: from the 'certificate' (the real dried specimen) to the 'code' (handmade botanical drawing) and situates photography in the middle as a form of nature print or drawing. Photography, she states, 'is the natural progeny of nature drawing as much as it is its alter-ego and other, its trace as much as its eclipse. This is a medium-specificity in which photography, like nature drawing, is constituted as an inscription of the natural world on a surface (paper) derived from the natural world, whose nature-made marks are inseparable from and intertwined with the nature-made ground of which they have become an integral part.' Armstrong argues that the early cameraless photograph manifested the 'essence' of photography as an indexical sign because it could authenticate nature, but could not encode or classify it as photographs failed to indicate colour, volume, cross-section and internal structure, all necessary for identification and classification.

In contrast, this article argues, that as a simulacrum, a 'copy without an original', the early photograph resisted not only resemblance, but also notions of identity and presence as these underline Barthes's concept of the index. I contend that the failure of the photograph to serve as a botanical form of illustration had to do with the introduction of time into the conditions of knowledge in the early nineteenth century. Following Coleridge's aesthetic theory, this failure resulted from the
impossible encounter between botany as a science of classification and chemistry as the science of forces. How can the dynamic and conflicting forces of nature realize themselves in the fixed and dead categories of botany and representation which reduce nature to its visible aspects? How can life manifest itself in a form which resists its capacity for change and inherent differentiation? This problem manifests itself in Talbot’s cameraless images in which the temporal ‘encounter’ of the photograph with nature is much more productive than simply reproductive or tautological. As was shown in the analysis of A Cascade of Spruce Needles, the image is not tracing the plant but turns it into a dynamic map, a site of an unpredictable encounter that results in nonrepresentational visual forms.

Talbot’s botanical images function as temporal diagrams that unfold through variation and expansion. What defines them is not the structural logic of a particular sign, but a substantive heterogeneity in which signs are produced inseparably from the actual process of differentiation (both natural and chemical) that produces the image. Consider Talbot’s Branch of Leaves of Mercurialis pérennis (plate 3). In this image the branch is centralized, its stem is cut by the paper, and its leaves’ outline forms are clearly presented, but the leaves also overlap in a manner that creates an internal pattern like a distinct visual rhythm. Another visual pattern is suggested by the irregular shift from dark to light areas and the inconsistent degrees of translucency due to the varied thickness of the leaves and the uneven sensitivity of the paper. The result is that each leaf appears different from the other leaves, while its own specific texture is presented discontinuously with areas that are either erased, blocked, or blurred. This inner process of folding in the image hovers between materiality (chemical sensitivity, conditions of luminosity) and signification (patterning and
coding). It produces effects that are at the same time signs that are inseparable from the depicted object. In this regard the image does not trace or 'resemble' the plant but connects different semiotic chains (material, formal, biological, chemical) within the image’s different states of formation. Signification ‘develops’ inseparably from the material processes of the image’s formation in its encounter with the plant. This is in direct opposition to the index, in which signification is always presented as necessarily divorced from authentication, that is, from the image’s process of production.

Finally, consider Talbot’s Wild Fennel (plate 4). This image can be read as an emblem of singularity and not of particularity; that its entangled linearity and excessive intricacy presents not the reproduced structure of a plant, but an abstract diagram of change and growth. The early photographic image could not be an ‘identical’ or a ‘mechanical’ copy due to the specific conditions of its production; at the same time, it could not have functioned as a ‘natural copy’, since within the specific historical conditions of its formation it was no longer possible to conceive of nature as a static ‘image’ that tautologically reinforced the necessary epistemological correspondence between nature and human nature. As a ‘failed copy’, a simulacrum, it manifested the limitations of representation and the epistemological incompatibility of its pictorial and visual forms in the face of the disseminating force of time through which things

---

come into being. In its own inherent abstractness as a productive map of immanent
difference it came to embody, materially and conceptually, not the visible ‘table of
things’, but the invisible potential forces of ‘life’.

For some scholars, notably Rosalind Krauss, the simulacrum is the very condition
of the photographic image and not of its historical specificity, as argued here. Krauss
argues that the condition of photography as the ‘false copy’ deconstructed ‘the whole
system of model and copy’. Photography introduces the same and the indifferent into
the modern aesthetic discourse of art, which refires difference since it is grounded
in notions of authenticity, originality and uniqueness. She thus concludes: ‘There is
a discourse proper to photography; only, we would have to add, it is not an aesthetic
discourse. It is a project of deconstruction in which art is distanced and separated
from itself’. Yet, as this article shows, in the early years of its formation, it was
rather the incompatibility of the photographic image with resemblance and identity
which marked its condition. Its status as a simulacrum resulted not in the abolition
of difference through mechanical resemblance, but precisely in the reintroduction
of difference through repetition. The photographic image repeats and dismantles
the possibility of model and copy as Krauss states, yet this possibility has nothing
to do with representation but with time. While for postmodern thinkers, like Jean
Baudrillard, the simulacrum is a sign that indicates that there is no reality, but only
‘reality effect, the product of simulations and signs’, for Deleuze, it is what marks
the inherent ontological temporal capacity of being to introduce difference and
change. For Deleuze, the operations of the simulacrum are not reducible to logical
or linguistic models and are therefore not spatial or semiotic, but substantive in
the sense that they precede any form of ‘representation’. This is why Deleuze’s
criticism does not end up, like Krauss’s criticism, excluding the possibility of an
aesthetic discourse as part of a postmodern critique of the ‘real’, but instead offers the
suggestion that aesthetics will become the model science of the sensible, yet one in
which the sensible is not that which presupposes the exercise of the faculties, but that
which can only be sensed, ‘the very being of the sensible’.

Thus while the simulacrum is not an essential form of photographic intelligibility
but a historically specific one, its operations do not in any way exclude the possibility
of an aesthetic discourse for photography and art. They obviously exclude the
possibility of a modernist discourse that is grounded on notions of originality and
authenticity as Krauss demonstrates, yet this should not suggest that aesthetics in
toto should be rejected. As ‘the science of the sensible’ aesthetics is not simply a
‘disinterested’ discourse of art, but as Deleuze suggests, a virtual set of possibilities
within that which exists, a modality of difference that is grounded in the sensible
itself, in its history and genesis before its consolidation into ‘representation’ as a
concept or idea, a defined subject and object.

Yet in emphasizing the early status of the photograph as a ‘failed copy’, a
simulacrum, this article is not attributing a new form of ontological intelligibility
to photography. Quite the opposite: the argument is Foucauldian in the sense that
it aims to point to historical difference and epistemological discontinuity between
different forms of photographic intelligibility: the mechanical copy, the natural
copy, and the failed copy. At the same time, this analysis is also meant to introduce
continuity into the history of photography by suggesting that virtuality is not the new
condition which defines photography but precisely what points to its long-term
and highly complicated relation to the epistemological regimes in which it was
formed. It also suggests that materiality, in the context of photography, is not in itself
a guarantee of ‘truth’ that marks a privileged ‘authenticating’ relation to the ‘real’. 
Thus the elimination of photo-chemical materiality in favour of the digital does not necessarily signal an ‘epistemological break’. The historicity of the photograph pertains not only to its material modes of production, but also to its forms of intelligibility that are much more varied and complex than the by-now exhausted reductive opposition between representation and authentication.

The concept of the simulacrum also problematizes the historical division between modern and postmodern discourses of art. This division has recently been challenged by Jacques Rancière, who has shown that the historical and theoretical assumption of a radical break cannot be historically and conceptually sustained because terms such as political or non-political, aesthetic and anti-aesthetic, can be assigned with equal justification to either side of the break. Rancière argues that the arts of the modern era belong to what he calls an ‘aesthetic regime’, which manifests not an exclusive opposition between aesthetic autonomy and the demand ‘for the integration of art into life’, but an effective negotiation between autonomy and heteronomy.65 This article employs the same critical strategy by showing that the concept of the simulacrum can be credited to the early history of photography and not only to its ‘postmodern condition’ as a ‘theoretical object’ or to its current ‘virtual’ condition.

Moreover, the simulacrum illustrates the fact that criticality is not opposed to aesthetics. It thus opens the possibility to extract a different genealogy of aesthetics that is not the ‘Other’ of politics. From Coleridge to Deleuze to Rancière, aesthetics is not simply a ‘theory of art’ or a ‘science of beauty’ but a discourse that takes part in the constitution of forms of knowledge and models of subjectivity. For Coleridge aesthetics signals the unresolved relations between the empirical and the transcendental, for Deleuze it marks the inherent virtuality of being, and for Rancière aesthetics is a factor of a specific organization of social roles and communality. Thus while the critical viability of photography does not necessarily hinge on its materiality and indexicality, its political currency is not predicated on the elimination of an aesthetic discourse for photography. Photography’s current epistemological role will need to be defined not only in relation to its technological mode of production or its ‘anti-aesthetic’ operations, but primarily in relation to broad, and as it now seems highly contested, ‘aesthetic’ political regimes of sense and meaning.
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